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Abstract. Radio-frequency catheter ablation (RFCA) has become an
accepted treatment option for atrial fibrillation (Afib). RFCA of Afib
involves isolation of the pulmonary veins under X-ray guidance. For eas-
ier navigation, two-dimensional X-ray imaging may take advantage of
overlay images derived from static pre-operative 3-D data set to add
anatomical details which, otherwise, would not be visible under X-ray.
Unfortunately, respiratory and cardiac motion may impair the utility of
static overlay images for catheter navigation. We developed a system for
image-based 2-D motion estimation and compensation as a solution to
this problem. It is based on 2-D catheter tracking facilitated by model-
based registration of an ellipse-shaped model to fluorosocpic images. A
mono-plane or a bi-plane X-ray C-arm system can be used. In the first
step of the method, a 2-D model of the catheter device is computed. Res-
piratory and cardiac motion at the site of ablation is then estimated by
tracking the catheter device in fluoroscopic images. The cost function of
the registration step is based on the average distance of the model to the
segmented circumferential mapping catheter using a distance map. In
our experiments, the circumferential catheter was successfully tracked
in 688 fluoroscopic images with an average 2-D tracking error of 0.59
mm ± 0.25 mm. Our presented method achieves a tracking rate of 10
frames-per-second.

1 Introduction

In the United States about two million people are affected by some form of
atrial fibrillation (AF), making AF the most common sustained heart arrhythmia
and a leading cause of stroke. Radio-frequency catheter ablation (RFCA) has
become an accepted option for treating AF in today’s electrophysiology (EP)
labs, especially, if drug treatment has become ineffective [1, 2]. RFCA of the
pulmonary veins (PVs) usually requires fluoroscopic guidance. Unfortunately,
X-ray images cannot distinguish soft tissue well. To address this issue, image
integration combining pre-operative 3-D atrial CT data or MR volumes with the
fluoroscopic images has been developed, commonly known as fluoroscopic overlay
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image guidance. The advantage of this strategy is the fused display of the actual,
real-time fluoroscopic images together with the highly detailed soft-tissue images
from CT or MRI [3–6]. In fact, state-of-the art C-arm systems [7, 8], facilitate
3-D tomographic reconstruction. In other words, the fluoroscopic C-arm device
itself can be used to obtain volumetric data sets, e.g., of the heart [9–14]. Since
the 3-D data has been acquired on the same device that is used for 2-D X-ray
imaging, initial registration of the 3-D data set to the 2-D fluoroscopic projection
can be accomplished. The use of data sets from other modalities, e.g., CT, MR
or even 3-D ultra-sound is possible. However, 2-D/3-D registration needs to be
performed.

Current fluoroscopic overlay techniques are, however, static, i.e., they do not
follow the heart while it beats and moves through the breathing cycle. To achieve
a dynamic fused visualization, we need to take this motion into account. Un-
fortunately, there are few discernible features in typical EP fluoroscopic images.
A first approach for 3-D respiratory motion compensation based on 3-D device
tracking was proposed by the authors in [15], but this approach required con-
tinuous bi-plane fluoroscopy increasing the amount of X-ray dose. In this paper,
we describe a method that requires only mono-plane fluoroscopy and therefore
works in 2-D. To perform motion estimation, we still track the circumferential
mapping catheter, a commonly available EP catheter. Since this device is often
used for PV ablations, there is no need for additional instruments or fiducial
markers. In addition, the mapping catheter is of unique shape, and it is one of
the most prominent structures shown in EP fluoroscopy scenes, representing a
good feature for robust tracking. During pulmonary vein isolation, the circum-
ferential mapping catheter is typically fixed at the ostium of the PV that is to
be ablated. Hence, by tracking the circumferential mapping catheter, we can
obtain a motion estimate right at the ablation site. Once an estimate of the 2-D
motion is available, we can, e.g., apply it to the static fluoroscopic overlay image
to generate an animated representation of it moving in sync with the tracked
device.

2 Two-Dimensional Model Generation

The circumferential mapping catheter on the imaging plane is extracted by man-
ual clicking followed by fast marching in the first frame of the fluoroscopy se-
quence, as explained in [16]. This step provides the points pi = (ui, vi)T with
i = 1, . . . , N of the catheter device. The 2-D ellipses are then calculated such
that all ellipse points satisfy the linear equation [17]

au2
i + buivi + cv2

i + dui + evi + f = 0 (1)
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with the 2-D coordinates u and v. The points pi of the catheter are combined
in a measurement matrix [18]

M =
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Then Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

M · f = 0 (3)

with the implicit ellipse parameters f = (a, b, c, d, e, f)T . As the points may not
necessarily lie exactly on the ellipse to be fitted, we are looking for the ellipse
parameters f̂ that minimize

f̂ = argmin
f

||Mf ||22 (4)

subject to
b2 − 4ac < 0. (5)

Errors in the points pi used for the measurement matrix M lead to different es-
timated parameters f̂ . Since a fast-marching algorithm is used to extract many
points along the catheter in the fluoroscopic image, user errors due to inaccu-
rate clicking, have rather little impact. Unfortunately, the constraint, ||f ||2 = 1,
commonly used for ellipse fitting [18], does not necesarily guarantee an elliptic
solution. Therefore, the method presented in [17] has been applied. It proposes
to use the constraint b2 − 4ac < 0 to assure an elliptical solution [19, 20].

Given the implicit ellipse parameters f̂ = (â, b̂, ĉ, d̂, ê, f̂)T , the explicit pa-
rameters can be calculated. To this end, we use the following substitution

(â, b̂, ĉ, d̂, ê, f̂)T = (ã, 2b̃, c̃, 2d̃, 2ẽ, f̃)T . (6)

The center of the ellipse qc = (uc, vc)T is calculated by [21–23]

uc =
b̃ẽ − c̃d̃

ãc̃ − b̃2
(7)

vc =
b̃d̃ − ãẽ

ãc̃ − b̃2
. (8)

The lengths of the semi-axes, l1 and l2, are then calculated by

l1 =

√√√√ |2(ãc̃f̃ + 2b̃d̃ẽ − ãẽ2 − c̃d̃2 − f̃ b̃2)|
|(ãc̃ − b̃2) · (ã + c̃ +

√
(c̃ − ã)2 + 4b̃2)|

(9)

l2 =

√√√√ |2(ãc̃f̃ + 2b̃d̃ẽ − ãẽ2 − c̃d̃2 − f̃ b̃2)|
|(ãc̃ − b̃2) · (−ã − c̃ +

√
(c̃ − ã)2 + 4b̃2)|

. (10)
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The rotation within the 2-D image plane is given as

γ =
1
2

arctan

(
2b̃

c̃ − ã

)
. (11)

The explicit ellipse parameters are summarized in Figure 1. Discrete sample
points qθ of the ellipse can then be obtained by [24]

qθ = qc + l1 · cos θ ·Rγe1 + l2 · sin θ · Rγe2. (12)

To this end, the parameter θ ∈ [0, 2π] is used for computing points along the
ellipse, i.e., each θ produces a qθ. The unit vectors of the coordinate system are
called e1 = (1, 0)T and e2 = (0, 1)T . The 2-D rotation matrix is denoted as

Rγ =
(

cos γ − sinγ
sin γ cos γ

)
. (13)

The model may not always fit perfectly. The difference between model and the
actual catheter is called model error. It is obtained by calculating the distance
of the model to a gold standard segmentation in the first frame of a sequence.
The model error is the difference between the manually outlined catheter and
the fitted ellipse. An illustration of this idea is presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. An ellipse is described by its center, qc, its semi-axes, l1 and l2, and its rotation
in the 2-D plane, γ.

3 Catheter Tracking by Registration

3.1 Feature Extraction and Distance Map Calculation

After the catheter model has been generated from the first frame of the fluo-
roscopic sequence, it is tracked throughout the remainder of the sequence. To
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Fitted Ellipse
Manual Segmentation

Fig. 2. Illustration of the model error for the first frame of clinical sequence 10. The
manual segmentation is taken as a gold standard rerference. The resulting model error
is 0.78 mm in this case. The model error is the difference between the manually outlined
catheter and the fitted ellipse.

speed up the computational efficiency and to minimize the influence of periph-
eral structures that could interfere with catheter tracking, the region of interest
(ROI) for tracking is restricted to 400 × 400 pixels (on the 1024 × 1024 image)
around the center of the tracked mapping catheter in the previous frame. His-
togram equalization is further applied on the ROI to enhance the structure of the
catheter. Next, a vessel enhancement filter as proposed in [25] is used to improve
line-like structures such as the circumferential mapping catheter. The feature im-
age is then binarized using Otsu’s method [26] to facilitate segmentation of the
mapping catheter. As the model has only a diameter of one pixel, we further
apply a skeletonization algorithm as proposed in [27] to thin the segmentation.
Finally, a distance map is calculated from the binarized image [28]. A distance
map encodes the distance from a point to its closest feature point, that is the
nonzero point representing the extracted mapping catheter in our binarized fea-
ture image. The distance transform offers an important advantage. It provides a
denoised representation of the fluoroscopic image with a pronounced minimum
around the shape of the mapping catheter. The distance map is denoted as IDT,
with IDT(p) returning the distance of pixel position p to the segmented catheter.
The image processing steps are summarized in Figure 3.
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(a) Original Image (b) Cropped Image (c) Equalized Image

(d) Filtered Image (e) Thinned Image (f) Distance Map

Fig. 3. Image processing steps to enhance the elliptical structure of the catheter. This is
needed to obtain a good registration. First, the acquired fluoroscopic image is cropped.
The second step involves histogram equalization to enhance semi-transparent parts of
the catheter. Afterwards, a vessel enhancement filter is applied to improve the structure
of the catheter. It is then binarized using Otsu’s method. As the catheter is usually
wider than the model, a thinning algorithm is also applied. A distance map is computed
next based on the thinned catheter representation. The final distance map provides a
smooth image for model-based registration.

3.2 Model-Based Registration

Circumferential catheter model tracking is achieved by performing model-based
registration. The catheter model is translated by t = (∆u, ∆v). The offset in u-
direction is called ∆u ∈ Z, and the offset in v-direction is referred to as ∆v ∈ Z.
The average distance between catheter model and segmentation in the fluoro-
scopic image is then considered as the cost value. It is calculated by using the
distance map introduced above. The optimal translation t̂ is found by optimizing

t̂ = arg min
t

∑
θ

IDT(qθ + t) (14)

with the distance map IDT and θ as explained in the context of Eq. 12 above. The
best parameters are found by nearest neighbor optimization, i.e., the position
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of the local optimum on a large scale is used as starting point for the next
optimization on a smaller scale. We start with a 400 × 400 ROI and perform
optimization with a step size of 16 pixels in each direction. Once we reach a local
optimum, we reduce the step size to one pixel in u and v direction on a 16× 16
sub-ROI. Since the shape of mapping catheters may not be exactly elliptical, a
simple elliptical model may not always fit perfectly. Thanks to the properties of
the distance map, we still end up with a good solution in most cases. A nearest
neighbor optimizer is used to iteratively optimize the translational parameters.
The estimated 2-D translation t̂ can be directly applied to the 2-D overlay to
move it in sync with the tracked device.

4 Experimental Evaluation and Results

No. Mean ± Std. Model Error

1 0.40 mm ± 0.04 mm 0.39 mm

2 0.80 mm ± 0.11 mm 0.67 mm

3 0.63 mm ± 0.13 mm 0.37 mm

4 0.47 mm ± 0.09 mm 0.37 mm

5 0.32 mm ± 0.04 mm 0.29 mm

6 0.63 mm ± 0.15 mm 0.30 mm

7 0.92 mm ± 0.26 mm 0.59 mm

8 0.63 mm ± 0.10 mm 0.56 mm

9 0.48 mm ± 0.05 mm 0.54 mm

10 1.05 mm ± 0.20 mm 0.87 mm

11 0.46 mm ± 0.07 mm 0.42 mm

12 0.77 mm ± 0.22 mm 0.53 mm

13 0.66 mm ± 0.11 mm 0.52 mm

14 0.55 mm ± 0.16 mm 0.35 mm

15 0.60 mm ± 0.12 mm 0.50 mm

16 0.69 mm ± 0.10 mm 0.58 mm

17 0.64 mm ± 0.15 mm 0.51 mm

µ 0.59 mm ± 0.25 mm 0.49 mm

Table 1. Average tracking error for the clinical sequences used. The last row shows an
average over all the 17 sequences. The total number of frames was 688.

We evaluated our algorithm by calculating the tracking error for each X-
ray image over seven different clinical fluoroscopy sequences that were acquired
during EP procedures on an AXIOM Artis dBA C-arm system (Siemens AG,
Forchheim, Germany). Although our data was acquired on a bi-plane system,
our motion estimation approach is not restricted to such a system and will
work on a mono-plane device as well. We focus on a typical setup involving a
circumferential mapping catheter and one ablation catheter only. The presence
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of other structures should not decrease the accuracy of our method, because we
use an unique elliptical structure for registration. To evaluate the tracking error,
we calculated the average distance of the forward tracked catheter model to
a manually segmented circumferential mapping catheter. The manual catheter
segmentation was supervised by a cardiologist, and we consider it our reference
result. This distance was averaged over all frames of a particular sequence to
arrive at an overall tracking error for each sequence. We tested our method on
17 clinical data sets. The results are summarized in Table 1. The average of the
mean tracking error over all 17 sequences - 688 frames - was 0.59 mm. Figure 5
shows six frames of sequence 13. Our method currently achieves a frame rate
of 10 frames-per-second using a (single threaded) CPU implementation. This
is sufficiet for clinical applications. In addition to the tracking error, a model
error can be calculated. The model error can be obtained from the first image
of a sequence as no registration was performed in this particular frame. The
model errors ranged between 0.31 mm and 0.78 mm. A detailed frame-by-frame
tracking error for sequence no. 13 is presented in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Frame-by-frame tracking error in mm for sequence no. 13. The average tracking
error is 0.66 mm ± 0.11 mm. The model error for this sequence is 0.52 mm.
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(a) Frame 5 (b) Frame 10

(c) Frame 15 (d) Frame 20

(e) Frame 25 (f) Frame 30

Fig. 5. Six frames of sequence no. 13. The red ellipse shows the tracked circumferential
mapping catheter. It aligns well with the outer part of the (spiral) mapping catheter.
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5 Discussion and Conclusions

We developed a method for respiratory and cardiac motion estimation for radio-
frequency catheter ablation of atrial fibrillation. A C-Arm X-ray system is used to
image a circumferential (or spiral) mapping catheter. Catheter tracking is based
on a model-based registration framework. We start by estimating a catheter
model from the first frame of a fluoroscopic sequence. This model is then tracked
throughout the remainder of the sequence using model-based registration. The
registration is based on a distance map derived from the fluoroscopic image of
the catheter. Our experiments on clinical EP fluoroscopy sequences show that
the mean 2-D tracking error is 0.59 mm including an average model error of
0.49 mm. Considering that breathing motion in typical EP fluoroscopy images
is in the range of 15 mm and for for deep breathing in some patients up to
40 mm, our method has the potential to significantly improve the accuracy of
fluoroscopy overlay techniques for EP navigation. The proposed method offers
several advantages. First, it is workflow-friendly and does not require fiducial
markers or additional contrast agent to be administered. Second, respiratory and
cardiac motion is estimated directly at the ablation site. Due to the fact that
registration is used, motion estimation and compensation is essentially done
in one step. Third, we estimate the motion online and update it constantly
from fluoroscopy with a frame rate up to 10 frames-per-second. Furthermore,
we do not rely on a predefined motion model from which the real motion may
deviate significantly during the procedure. Fourth, there are no restrictions on
the 3-D data set that can be used as a fluoro overlay. A 3-D data set could
come from MRI, CT or C-arm CT, e.g., syngo DynaCT Cardiac (Siemens AG,
Forchheim, Germany). Unlike a previous approach that involved 3-D tracking
based on bi-plane imaging [15], the proposed method tracks a device in a 2-D
mono-plane fluoroscopic sequence. This method puts fewer restrictions on model
generation and registration, since there is no second view to match against.
As a consequence, it is possible to obtain a better fit of the model in the 2-
D fluoroscopic images, i.e., a lower 2-D tracking error. However, this does not
necessarily imply better 3-D tracking. Nevertheless, since the motion of the LA
can be approximated by a 3-D rigid-body transform [29] and because the LA
offers only limited space to move about, we expect that a 2-D motion estimate
may offer an acceptable approximation. How well 2-D tracking of a device and
a 3-D tracking, however, really relate to each other during EP procedures is
subject of further studies.
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